GERBER'S BEST PERFORMING AXE BLADE.

**FRICTION RESISTANT:**
+ chops 3X deeper.

**HIGH HEAT RESISTANT:**
+ up to 600° F.

**CORROSION RESISTANT:**
+ no chemical/water damage.

**PTFE COATING TECHNOLOGY**

**AXES**

9" HATCHET™

14" HATCHET™

23.5" AXE™

NEW 36" POWER SPLITTING AXE™

GATOR® COMBO AXE™

GATOR® COMBO AXE™ II

Products shown are not to scale.
For back-country travel when every bit of weight is accounted for, the Compact Clearpath Machete is the tough, packable tool to bring along for the ride. The thoughtful design partners a corrosion-resistant, dual function stainless steel blade with the confidence of the tactile Gator Grip® handle. The two-sided blade has both a fine edge for hacking brush and vines and a crosscut saw edge for cutting branches, limbs, and small trees. When you head into the brush, never be without the Compact Clearpath Machete.
"The River Shorty is the classic, do anything, utility boat knife, canoe knife, PFD knife, inflatable knife. The new high visibility green handle is a great plus; the only real improvement needed."

**INSTRUCTOR/BOAT CREW**

Gerber really hit it out of the park with this one! Put simply, this is one of the finest production knives I've ever owned.

**DARREN, WASHINGTON**

**KNIVES**

**RIVER SHORTY™**

- **Blister:** 31-0010645 green handle w/ black sheath
- **Box:** 30-000867 black handle + sheath

**SHORTGARM™**

- **Blister:** 31-002882 Fine edge Black handle + black sheath
- **Box:** 30-001038 Fine edge Black handle + black sheath
- **Blister:** 31-002911 Fine edge Coyote Brown handle + sheath
- **Box:** 30-001054 Fine edge Coyote Brown sheath + sheath
- **Blister:** 31-002933 Serrated Black handle + black sheath
- **Box:** 30-001060 Serrated Black handle + black sheath
- **Blister:** 31-002932 Serrated Coyote Brown handle + sheath
- **Box:** 30-001059 Serrated Coyote Brown handle + sheath

*Products shown are not to scale.*
FREESCAPE SERIES

FREESCAPE™ CAMP KITCHEN KNIFE

FREESCAPE™ PARING KNIFE

FREESCAPE™ FOLDING SHEATH KNIFE

FREESCAPE™ CAMP KITCHEN KIT

FREESCAPE™ CAMP SAW™

17.5" FREESCAPE HATCHET™

FREESCAPE™ LANTERN

FREESCAPE™ FLASHLIGHT

Products shown are not to scale.